S.Ishihara and H.Wakakuwa. A.Gray
[l] has given some classifications of almost Hermitian manifolds, and obtained inclusion relations between them. In the present paper we classify almost quaternion manifolds and later prove inclusion relations between them. In the last section we study a conformal diffeomorphism between almost Hermitian quaternion manifolds and use this diffeomorphism to compare classifications of these two manifolds. -28? -Such a manifold M is said, to be a differentiable manifold with.
Each differentiable manifold with an almost quaternion structure (F, G, H) admits a positive definite Riemannian metric defined by a scalar product < · · > such that <FX,FY> = < X,Y> , <HX,HY> = <X,Y> , for all X,Ye.J£(M) and the manifold is then said to have an e.lmost Hermitian quaternion structure [3] . Let 'F, 'G, Ή be defined as follows
It is easy to check that 'F, 'G, Ή are skew symmetric. The torsion tensor G(X,Y) associated with tensors F and G is a tensor of type (1, 2) (ii) 7 X (G)(FY) =-G\7 x (G)(HT) .
Special almost Hermitian quaternion manifolds and their inclusion relations
In this section we shall require the following explicit formulas for the exterior and co-derivatives of the 2-form 'F,
where C denotes the cyclic permutation over (Χ,Υ,Ζ) and ..., E m , FE^i,..., FE m , GE 1 ,..., GE m , HE^,..., HE m j form the frame
-7 fy (G)(X) -7 gy (F)(X) +F^7 y (G)(X) +G7 y (P)(X). Τ h e o r em 3.2. The special almost HsrniLtian quaternion manifolds 1° -9° satisfy the following inclusion relations:
Proof. The relation K.Q. A.K.Q. follows from (2.5) and Using the definitions of special spaces given earlier in this section, we readily deduce the following theorems. 
